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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

This Recommended Decision recommends approval of the Joint Petition for 

Approval of Settlement of All Issues without modification.   

 

II. HISTORY OF THE PROCEEDING 

 

On September 21, 2023, UGI Utilities, Inc. – Electric Division (UGI Electric or 

the Company) filed the above-captioned Petition for Approval of Phase IV of Its Energy 

Efficiency and Conservation Plan (Phase IV EE&C Plan) with the Pennsylvania Public Utility 

Commission (Commission), which included the Company’s supporting written direct testimony 

and exhibits.  This filing was made pursuant to the Commission’s December 23, 2009, 

Secretarial Letter at Docket No. M-2009-2142851 (December 23, 2009 Secretarial Letter), 

which provided guidance on voluntary Energy Efficiency and Conservation Plans submitted by 

electric distribution companies that are not subject to Act 129 of 2008, P.L. 1592, 66 Pa.C.S. 

§§ 2806.1 and 2806.2 (Act 129). 

 

In its Petition, UGI Electric requested Commission approval of the Company’s 

voluntary Phase IV EE&C Plan.  The voluntary Phase IV EE&C Plan includes a portfolio of 
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energy efficiency and conservation practices and peak load reduction and energy education 

initiatives that are expected by UGI Electric to reduce customers’ energy consumption and 

reduce peak load on UGI Electric’s system.  

 

On October 11, 2023, the Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA) filed an Answer 

to the Petition.  

 

Also on October 11, 2023, the Office of Small Business Advocate (OSBA) filed a 

Notice of Appearance, Public Statement, Answer, and Verification.   

 

On October 18, 2023, a Prehearing Conference Order was issued which, in part, 

scheduled a prehearing conference for October 25, 2023, at 10:00 a.m. and directed the parties to 

file prehearing memoranda on or before 3:00 p.m. on October 24, 2023. 

 

The Company, OCA and OSBA filed prehearing memoranda on October 24, 

2023.   

 

The prehearing conference was held as scheduled on October 25, 2023.  UGI 

Electric, OCA and OSBA were represented at the conference.      

 

On October 25, 2023, a Prehearing Order was issued memorializing the matters 

decided by the undersigned during the prehearing conference and ordering a litigation schedule 

for this proceeding.   

 

On October 26, 2023, UGI Electric filed a Petition for Protective Order.  A 

Protective Order was issued that same day.   

 

On November 1, 2023, a Hearing Notice was served scheduling an in-person 

hearing in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania for January 11, 2024, at 10:00 a.m. 
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On January 9, 2024, a Hearing Type Change Notice was served converting the in-

person hearing scheduled for January 11, 2024, into a telephone hearing.   

 

On January 11, 2024, the parties requested to delay the start of the telephone 

hearing scheduled for 10:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m. so that settlement discussions could continue.  

The telephone hearing convened at 11:07 a.m. and a discussion of the status of ongoing 

settlement negotiations occurred.  A recess was then taken until 1:07 p.m. when the hearing 

reconvened.  At the hearing, the parties represented that they had reached a settlement of all 

issues in the case.  The parties stipulated the admissibility of written testimony and exhibits and 

waived cross examination of the sponsoring witnesses.  The offered evidence was admitted into 

the record.  

 

On February 15, 2024, a Joint Petition for Approval of Settlement of All Issues 

(Joint Petition or Settlement) was filed.  The Joint Petition was executed by UGI Electric, OSBA 

and OCA (Joint Petitioners or the Parties).  The Joint Petition includes Statements in Support 

filed by each Joint Petitioner and attached as appendices.    

 

On March 1, 2024, an Interim Order Closing the Record was issued.   

 

III. FINDINGS OF FACT 

 

1. UGI Utilities, Inc. – Electric Division is a “public utility” and an “electric 

distribution company” (EDC) as those terms are defined under the Public Utility Code, 66 

Pa.C.S. §§ 102 and 2803, subject to the regulatory jurisdiction of the Commission, and provides 

electric distribution, transmission, and default electric supply services to customers located in its 

certificated service territory.  UGI Electric furnishes electric distribution service to 

approximately 62,000 total customers located in portions of Luzerne and Wyoming counties.  

(UGI Electric Petition ¶ 1.) 
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2. On September 21, 2023, UGI Electric filed a voluntary petition seeking approval 

of Phase IV of its Energy Efficiency and Conservation Plan for the time period beginning June 1, 

2024, through May 31, 2029.  

 

3. UGI Electric’s current Phase III EE&C Plan is set to end on May 31, 2024.  (UGI 

Electric St. No. 1, p. 5.) 

 

4. The Company proposed to implement Phase IV of the Plan over a five-year 

period, beginning June 1, 2024, and ending May 31, 2029.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 5.) 

 

5. The savings target for the Phase IV EE&C Plan was based on the statewide 

consumption reduction targets from the Commission’s Final Implementation Order for Act 129 

Phase IV dated June 18, 2020, issued at Docket No. M-2020-3015228.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, 

p. 9.) 

 

6. Although UGI Electric is not subject to the requirements of Act 129, the energy-

saving targets, expenditure guidelines, cost-effectiveness, and the customer equity guidelines 

outlined by Act 129 and the Commission’s related December 23, 2009, Secretarial Letter defined 

the major parameters and constraints for developing the portfolio, issued at Docket No. M-2009-

2142851.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 11.) 

 

7. UGI Electric’s Plan stated that its proposed EE&C programs are targeted at all of 

UGI Electric’s various customer segments and is designed to reduce overall electricity 

consumption by approximately 3.04% by 2029 compared to the Company’s annual historic load 

for June 1, 2007, to May 31, 2008.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 5.)  

 

8. The Phase IV EE&C Plan incorporates a proposed savings target of 3.0% of 2008 

sales, or 32,250 MWh, by 2029.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 6.) 

 

9. As set forth in the Company’s originally filed Phase IV EE&C Plan, the Plan was 

expected to save 32,723 MWh over five years and cost approximately $10.5 million 
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(approximately $2.1 million per year), or approximately 101% of the savings target.  (UGI 

Electric St. No. 1, pp. 6, 8.)  

 

10. The Company’s projected annual spending is below the $2.5 million per year cap 

derived from 2% of 2008 revenue outlined in the Commission’s December 23, 2009 Secretarial 

Letter.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 19.) 

 

11. The costs for the residential sector programs were originally projected to be $4.8 

million over five years, and costs for the Commercial and Industrial (C&I) sector programs were 

expected to be $3.9 million over five years, net of portfolio-wide administrative costs.  (UGI 

Electric St. No. 1, p. 18.) 

 

12. As originally filed, the Plan was expected to provide present value net Total 

Resource Cost (TRC) benefits of $17.5 million with an overall TRC benefit-cost ratio (BCR) of 

2.24. (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 6.) 

 

13. UGI Electric’s analysis indicated the originally filed Plan would have a TRC BCR 

of 2.92 for the residential sector and a TRC BCR of 2.18 for the C&I sector.  (UGI Electric St. 

No. 1, p. 19.) 

 

14. The Phase IV EE&C Plan is cost-effective according to the TRC Test established 

by the Commission.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 19.) 

 

15. The Phase IV EE&C Plan consists of seven programs: (1) the Appliance Rebate 

Program; (2) the School Energy Education Program; (3) the Energy Kits Program; (4) the 

Appliance Recycling Program; (5) the Low-Income Program; (6) the Community Based 

Organization (CBO) Marketing Program; and (7) the C&I Incentive Program.  (UGI Electric 

Exh. 1, p. 1.) 

 

16. The Phase IV EE&C Plan expands the measures offered through the Appliance 

Rebate Program and has a projected increase in participation.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 6.) 
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17. The Appliance Rebate Program’s budget in Phase IV is $1.74 million over five 

years.  The program’s savings are projected to be 7,416 annual MWh and are expected to deliver 

$6.3 million in present value net benefits with a TRC BCR of 3.13. (UGI Electric Exh. 1, p. 13.) 

 

18. The Phase IV EE&C Plan expands the existing School Energy Education Program 

to an additional high school.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 6.) 

 

19. The School Energy Education Program is projected to save 2,352 MWh of energy 

at a cost of $1.3 million over the five years of Phase IV. The program is projected to provide 

$4.0 million in present value of net benefits, with a TRC BCR of 4.72.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, 

p. 15.) 

 

20. In its Phase IV EE&C Plan, the Company added a new Energy Kits Program to 

provide energy saving guidance and energy saving kits to qualifying residential customers.  (UGI 

Electric St. No. 1, p. 6.) 

 

21. The Energy Kits Program is projected to save 426 MWh of energy over the five 

years of Phase IV.  The program is projected to cost $381,250 and provide $329,361 in present 

value of net benefits, with a TRC BCR of 2.00.  (UGI Electric Exh. 1; UGI Electric St. No. 1, pp. 

12-13.) 

 

22. Under the Appliance Recycling Program, the Phase IV EE&C Plan now allows 

for stand-alone pickup for dehumidifiers and room air-conditioners in the Appliance Recycling 

Program.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 6.) 

 

23. The Appliance Recycling Program is projected to save 2,565 MWh of energy at a 

cost of $1.1 million over the five years of Phase IV. The program is projected to provide $7,000 

in present value of net benefits, with a TRC BCR of 1.01.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 15.) 
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24. Under the Low-Income Program, the Company provides free installation of heat 

pump water heaters and smart thermostats at no cost to qualifying low-income customers.  (UGI 

Electric St. No. 1, p. 11.) 

 

25. The Low-Income Program is projected to save 159 MWh of energy at a cost of 

$245,000 over the five years of Phase IV.  The program is projected to provide $20,000 in 

present value of net benefits, with a TRC BCR of 1.11. (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 12.) 

 

26. The Phase IV EE&C Plan maintains the existing CBO Marketing Program, which 

cross-promotes the Company’s EE&C programs with the intent of driving increased customer 

awareness and participation.  (UGI Electric Exh. 1, p. 28.) 

 

27. The proposed CBO Marketing Program is projected to cost $50,000 over five 

years.  (UGI Electric Exh. 1, p. 29.) 

 

28. The Phase IV EE&C Plan reworks the existing C&I Custom Incentive Program 

into three pathways: a prescriptive pathway, custom pathway, and direct install pathway for 

small business. (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 6.) 

 

29. As filed, the proposed C&I Incentive Program was projected to cost $3.9 million 

over five years, savings of 19,804 MWh, delivery of $8.3 million in present value of net benefits, 

and a TRC BCR of 2.18.   (UGI Electric St. No. 1, pp. 17-18.) 

 

30. UGI Electric made certain changes to its C&I Incentive Program projections after 

correcting a reference error discovered in the Direct Install Pathway projections.  UGI Electric 

updated the projections for the proposed C&I Incentive Program to reflect a projected cost of 

$1,926,731 over five years, savings of 10,190 MWh, delivery of $5,155,000 in present value of 

net benefits, and a TRC BCR of 2.73.   (UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, pp. 17-18.) 

 

31. The Company revised its overall portfolio projections to reflect the revisions 

made to the C&I Incentive projections, noting that the updated Phase IV portfolio projections 
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include TRC net benefits of $14,344,081, and an overall BCR of 2.43.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-

R, p. 12.) 

 

32. UGI Electric proposes to utilize a separate rate mechanism to recover the 

budgeted costs for development and implementation of the Plan through the Phase IV EEC 

Rider.  (UGI Electric St. No. 2, p. 3.) 

 

33. Of the $8.5 million total Phase IV budget as revised in the Company’s rebuttal 

testimony, UGI Electric proposed to allocate approximately $6.2 million over the five years to 

the residential customer class and approximately $2.3 million over the five years to the non-

residential customer class.  (UGI Electric Exhibit KMB-1R.)  

 

34. As in Phases I, II, and III, the Company proposed to calculate separately the 

applicable Phase IV EE&C Plan costs for three general customer classes on its system: (1) 

residential; (2) non-residential customers (other than Rate Schedules LP and HTP), which 

include small and large C&I customers, and (3) Rate Schedule LP and HTP.  (UGI Electric St. 

No. 2, p. 8.) 

 

35. In its direct testimony, OCA recommended that the Company limit the Energy 

Efficiency Kits Program to one kit per account every ten years or, alternatively, for the Company 

to shift the costs associated with delivering energy efficiency kits to offset energy audit costs or 

weatherization rebates.  (OCA St. 1, p. 24.) 

 

36. In rebuttal, UGI Electric maintained that the inclusion of the Energy Kits Program 

in the Plan was appropriate, asserted that the measures included in the kits were sources of 

meaningful savings, and claimed that the market for energy savings kits was not oversaturated 

because the lifetime of the measures provided is only six years.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, pp. 

34-35.)    

 

37. In surrebuttal, OCA continued to recommend that the Energy Efficiency Kit 

Program funding be shifted to other Plan programs or toward the inclusion of weatherization 
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measures in the Plan and that the School Energy Kit Program be limited to “homes that have not 

received a kit in the past five years.”  (OCA St. 1SR, pp. 14-15.) 

 

38. In rejoinder, the Company maintained that the Energy Efficiency Kit Program 

should not be defunded and stated that the market for the School Energy Kits program has not 

reached the point of oversaturation.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-RJ, p. 17.) 

 

39. UGI Electric will include marketing that highlights the benefits and availability of 

weatherization services and information on the Appliance Rebate program in its energy 

efficiency kits.  (Settlement ¶ 21.)   

 

40. UGI Electric will investigate adding a cost-equivalent non-water related measure, 

such as weather stripping or pipe insulation, to the kit and will meet with the Pennsylvania 

American Water Company (PAWC) to identify whether water efficiency measures included in 

its kit programs are being provided within the overlapping service territory.  (Settlement ¶ 21.)   

 

41. The Company proposed to contract with a third-party evaluator to perform an 

evaluation on its programs during the Plan and to compile and provide an annual report no later 

than three months after each Program year (PY) concludes.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 21.) 

 

42. In its direct testimony, OCA recommended that the Company file any evaluations 

performed on a program at the EE&C Plan docket.  (OCA St. 1, p. 8.) 

 

43. In rebuttal, UGI Electric maintained that a requirement to file any evaluations 

performed on a program at the Phase IV EE&C docket was unnecessary.  (UGI Electric St. No. 

1-R, p. 55.) 

 

44. In surrebuttal, OCA continued to recommend that the Company file its program 

evaluations at the Phase IV EE&C Plan docket, similar to other EDCs subject to the 

requirements of Act 129.  (OCA St. 1SR, p. 16.)   
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45. In rejoinder, UGI Electric agreed to file the results of its evaluation of the 

residential programs in PY 14 and non-residential programs in PY 15.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-

RJ, p. 24.)   

 

46. UGI Electric’s evaluation Conservation Service Provider (CSP) will conduct an 

evaluation of residential programs in PY 14 and non-residential programs in PY15.  (Settlement 

¶ 22.)   

 

47. UGI Electric will file and serve the results of those evaluations to the statutory 

parties at this docket.  (Settlement ¶ 22.)  

  

48. As part of its residential program evaluation, UGI Electric will meet with PPL 

Electric Utilities Corporation (PPL Electric) to discuss administrative efficiencies related to 

weatherization programs and resources.  (Settlement ¶ 22.)   

 

49. A formalized marketing plan will be established annually, detailing how the 

Company will achieve its projections for its Appliance Rebate Program and the Low-Income 

Program.  (Settlement ¶ 28.)   

 

50. After one full year of the Home Owner Managing Energy Savings (HOMES) 

Rebate Program and the High Efficiency Electric Home Rebate Program (HEEHRA) taking 

effect in Pennsylvania, UGI Electric will evaluate its Appliance Rebate Program to identify 

equipment efficiency thresholds that qualify for an EE&C rebate but do not qualify for an IRA 

rebate as a result of efficiency level criteria.  (Settlement ¶ 27.)    

 

51. After that analysis has been completed, UGI Electric will provide the results of its 

findings, if any, to the parties to this proceeding.  (Settlement ¶ 27.)  

  

52. UGI Electric will promote IRA HOMES and HEEHRA program availability as 

part of supporting the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection’s roll out of 
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measures targeting residential customer equipment through inclusion in its EE&C marketing 

materials.  (Settlement ¶ 27.)   

 

53. To the extent the equipment efficiency thresholds required to qualify for rebates 

in the UGI Electric Appliance Rebate Program are lower than the efficiency thresholds required 

to qualify for rebates in the HOMES or HEEHRA programs in Pennsylvania, UGI Electric 

agrees to update its marketing materials and its website with an appropriate disclosure to inform 

customers about the higher efficiency level required to qualify for rebates under both UGI 

Electric’s Program and the HOMES or HEEHRA program.  (Settlement ¶ 27.) 

 

54. As part of the Appliance Rebate Program, the Company proposed to include 

rebates for fuel switching measures, including rebates for customers switching from electric 

heating to an ENERGY STAR rated natural gas furnace or boiler.  (UGI Electric Exh. 1, pp. 10, 

12.) 

 

55. Fuel switching measures are included in the Commission’s current Technical 

Reference Manual (TRM) for HVAC on page 71 and Domestic Hot Water Heating on page 142.  

(UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, p. 42.) 

 

56. UGI Electric will modify its natural gas fuel switching program to provide a 

rebate of $1,000 for ENERGY STAR qualifying natural gas furnaces with an Annual Fuel 

Utilization Efficiency (AFUE) between 95% and 97%, and a rebate of $1,500 for ENERGY 

STAR natural gas furnaces with an AFUE of 97% or higher.  (Settlement ¶ 29.)   

 

57. For natural gas boilers, UGI Electric will provide a rebate of $1,000 for ENERGY 

STAR qualifying natural gas boilers, and a rebate of $1,500 for ENERGY STAR natural gas 

boilers with an AFUE of 95% or higher.  (Settlement ¶ 29.) 

 

58. The net-to-gross (NTG) factor is designed to reflect differences between energy 

savings that are actually achieved exclusive of savings that would be achieved in the absence of 

an EE&C plan.  (OSBA St. No. 1, p. 8, n.14.) 
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59. The Company did not employ NTG ratios for its TRC Test evaluations in the 

proposed Plan.  (OSBA St. No. 1, p. 8.) 

 

60. UGI Electric will apply a NTG ratio of 0.7 for the C&I Incentive Program.  

(Settlement ¶ 23.) 

   

61. The Company addressed OSBA’s concerns regarding the costs associated with 

Class 2 charges and revised its calculations, which resulted in a proposed maximum charge in the 

revised programs of 0.154 cents per kWh.  (UGI Electric St. No. 2-R, p. 6.)  

  

62. The Company disagreed with OSBA’s recommendation to retain per-MWh limits 

on incentive costs and administrative costs, citing its intent to shift focus to smaller projects, 

which have a higher per project administrative cost per MWh.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, p. 14.)   

 

63. UGI Electric will continue to track and evaluate actual project savings for the 

Phase IV C&I Incentive Program’s projects in a manner similar to that utilized in Phase II and 

Phase III, such that the Company will be able to determine estimated annual pre-usage and 

estimated annual post-usage and then calculate the difference between pre- and post-usage to get 

realized savings, with the realization rate calculated by dividing this value by the projected 

savings for the project.  (Settlement ¶ 24.)   

 

64. The three methods the Company may use to determine pre- and post-usage are 

raw usage comparison, baseload usage comparison, and adjusted usage comparison.  (Settlement 

¶ 24.) 

 

65. The Settlement places the following cost limits on the C&I Incentive Program 

over the five-year term of the Phase IV EE&C Plan: (1) overall incentive spending shall be 

limited to $100 per first year MWh; and (2) overall non-incentive spending shall be limited to 

$110 per first year MWh.  (Settlement ¶ 25.)    
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66. UGI Electric’s internal EE&C staff expenses are not assigned to the C&I 

Incentive Program and, therefore, will not be included in the calculation of the annual non-

incentive spending cost limit.  (Settlement ¶ 25.)   

 

67. The Company’s annual EE&C Plan reports will segregate results for the C&I 

programs between the Class 2 and Class 3 customer rate class groups.  (Settlement ¶ 26.)  

  

68. For each rate class group, the Company will present costs, savings and 

participation results for each pathway, namely the Prescriptive, Custom Incentive and Direct 

Install pathways.  (Settlement ¶ 26.)    

 

69. For the Prescriptive pathway, the standard results will include the number of 

customers served, as well as the number of units. (Settlement ¶ 26.)    

 

70. The Company will include the annual and Phase IV to-date incentive and non-

incentive spending values on a per first year MWh basis for each rate class group of the C&I 

Incentive Program in its annual reports.  (Settlement ¶ 26.)   

 

IV. DESCRIPTION AND TERMS OF SETTLEMENT 

 

The 10-page Settlement includes 38 numbered paragraphs.  Appendix A is the Pro 

Forma Tariff Supplement for UGI Electric’s Phase IV EE&C Rider.  Appendices B through D 

are Proposed Findings of Fact, proposed Conclusions of Law and proposed Ordering paragraphs 

respectively.  Appendices E through G are the Statements in Support of the Settlement for each 

Joint Petitioner.  The principal terms of the Settlement are contained in paragraphs 22-30 and are 

set forth verbatim below: 

 

22.  UGI Electric will include marketing that highlights 

the benefits and availability of weatherization services and 

information on the Appliance Rebate program in its energy 

efficiency kits.  As part of the evaluation for residential 

programs identified in Paragraph 23 of this Joint Petition, UGI 

Electric will investigate adding a cost-equivalent non-water 
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related measure, such as weather stripping or pipe insulation, to 

the kit.  In addition, UGI Electric will meet with the 

Pennsylvania American Water Company to identify whether 

water efficiency measures included in their kits programs are 

being provided within the Company’s overlapping service 

territory. 

 

23. UGI Electric’s evaluation Conservation Service 

Provider (“CSP”) will conduct an evaluation of its residential 

programs in Program Year (“PY”) 14 and non-residential 

programs in PY15.  UGI Electric will file and serve the results 

of those evaluations to the statutory parties at this docket.  As 

part of its residential program evaluation, UGI Electric will meet 

with PPL Electric to discuss administrative efficiencies related 

to weatherization programs and resources. 

 

24. UGI Electric will report results for the Commercial 

and Industrial (“C&I”) Incentive Program on a gross and net 

basis.  UGI Electric will apply a Net-to-Gross ratio of 0.7 for the 

C&I Incentive Program. 

 

25. UGI Electric shall continue to track and evaluate 

actual project savings for the Phase IV C&I Incentive Program’s 

projects in a manner similar to that utilized in Phase II and Phase 

III, such that the Company will be able to determine estimated 

annual pre-usage and estimated annual post-usage and then 

calculate the difference between pre- and post-usage to get 

realized savings, with the realization rate calculated by dividing 

this value by the projected savings for the project.  The three 

methods the Company may use to determine pre- and post-usage 

are raw usage comparison, baseload usage comparison, and 

adjusted usage comparison. 

 

26. The following cost limits shall be placed on the C&I 

Incentive Program over the five-year term of the Phase IV 

EE&C Plan: (1) overall incentive spending shall be limited to 

$100 per first year MWh; and (2) overall non-incentive spending 

shall be limited to $110 per first year MWh.  UGI Electric’s 

internal EE&C staff expenses are not assigned to the C&I 

Incentive Program and, therefore, will not be included in the 

calculation of the annual non-incentive spending cost limit.   

 

27. The Company’s annual EE&C Plan reports will 

segregate results for the C&I programs between the Class 2 and 

Class 3 customer rate class groups.  For each rate class group, 

the Company will present costs, savings and participation results 
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for each pathway, namely the Prescriptive, Custom Incentive 

and Direct Install pathways.  For the Prescriptive pathway, the 

standard results will include the number of customers served, as 

well as number of units.  In addition, the Company will include 

the annual and Phase IV to-date incentive and non-incentive 

spending values on a per first year MWh basis for each rate class 

group of the C&I Incentive Program in its annual reports. 

 

28. After one full year of the Home Owner Managing 

Energy Savings (“HOMES”) Rebate Program and the High 

Efficiency Electric Home Rebate Program (“HEEHRA”) taking 

effect in Pennsylvania, UGI Electric will evaluate its Appliance 

Rebate Program to identify equipment efficiency thresholds that 

qualify for an EE&C rebate but do not qualify for an Inflation 

Reduction Act (“IRA”) rebate as a result of efficiency level 

criteria.  After that analysis has been completed, UGI Electric 

will provide the results of its findings, if any, to the Parties to 

this proceeding. UGI Electric will promote IRA HOMES and 

HEEHRA program availability as part of supporting the 

Department of Environmental Protection’s roll out of measures 

targeting residential customer equipment through inclusion in its 

EE&C marketing materials.  To the extent the equipment 

efficiency thresholds required to qualify for rebates in the UGI 

Electric Appliance Rebate Program are lower than the efficiency 

thresholds required to qualify for rebates in the HOMES or 

HEEHRA programs in Pennsylvania, UGI Electric agrees to 

update its marketing materials and its website with an 

appropriate disclosure to inform customers about the higher 

efficiency level required to qualify for rebates under both UGI 

Electric’s Program and the HOMES or HEEHRA program.     

 

29. A formalized marketing plan will be established 

annually, detailing how the Company will achieve the 

projections in its Phase IV EE&C Plan. 

 

30. UGI Electric will modify its natural gas fuel 

switching program to provide a rebate of $1,000 for ENERGY 

STAR qualifying natural gas furnaces with an Annual Fuel 

Utilization Efficiency (“AFUE”) between 95% and 97%, and a 

rebate of $1,500 for ENERGY STAR natural gas furnaces with 

an AFUE of 97% or higher.  For natural gas boilers, UGI Electric 

will provide a rebate of $1,000 for ENERGY STAR qualifying 

natural gas boilers, and a rebate of $1,500 for ENERGY STAR 

natural gas boilers with an AFUE of 95% or higher.    

 

Settlement, pp. 4-7, ¶¶ 22-30.   
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V. DISCUSSION 

 

UGI Electric submits that the Settlement reflects a carefully balanced compromise 

of the interests of the Joint Petitioners in this proceeding.  UGI Electric believes that the 

Settlement is just, reasonable, and in the public interest and, therefore, should be approved 

without modification.  UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 3.  According to UGI Electric, the 

Settlement, if approved, will resolve all issues raised by the Joint Petitioners concerning the 

Phase IV EE&C Plan.  UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 1.  

 

OCA submits that the Settlement, taken as a whole, is a reasonable compromise in 

consideration of likely litigation outcomes before the Commission. While the Settlement does 

not reach all the recommendations proposed by OCA, OCA recognizes that the Settlement is a 

product of compromise. As such, OCA submits that the Settlement is in the public interest and 

should be approved by the Commission without modification.  OCA St. in Support, p. 4. 

 

OSBA actively participated in the negotiations that led to the Settlement.  

According to OSBA, the Settlement addresses the issues OSBA raised in this proceeding.  OSBA 

St. in Support, p. 1.   

 

A. Energy Efficiency Kits 

 

1. UGI Electric’s Position – Energy Efficiency Kits 

 

UGI Electric proposed to add a new residential program for Phase IV of its EE&C 

Plan, an Energy Kits Program promoted on the Company’s website.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 

12.).  UGI Electric witness Theodore M. Love explained, the Energy Kits Program will “provide 

a website for customers to complete an online questionnaire that will result in a customized list 

of recommendations for saving energy, including referrals to other relevant programs.”  (UGI 

Electric St. No. 1, p. 12.).  Eligible customers that indicate they use electricity for water heating 

through the self-assessment can then choose to receive a water saving kit shipped to their home 
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at no cost, which includes low-flow bath and kitchen faucet aerators and a low-flow showerhead.  

(UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 12.).  Kits will be limited to one per account every five years.  (UGI 

Electric St. No. 1, p. 12.).  In addition, UGI Electric proposed to continue its School Energy 

Education Program in the Phase IV Plan, which provides energy efficiency toolkits to students, 

and to expand this program to an additional high school.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 15.); UGI 

Electric St. in Support, p. 3.  

 

OCA argued that the Phase IV EE&C Plan was “heavily reliant on energy 

efficiency kits, with 21% of the residential energy savings projected to come through the two kit 

programs.”  (OCA St. 1, p. 23.).  In addition, OCA raised concerns about the saturation level of 

energy kits in the Company’s service territory because energy efficiency kits have been a part of 

the Company’s previous EE&C Plans for 12 years.  (OCA St. 1, p. 23.).  Finally, OCA witness 

Stacy Sherwood argued that weatherization measures would offer “deep, long-term energy 

savings” as compared to the “energy savings associated with water savings” provided by the 

energy kits.  (OCA St. 1, p. 23.).  Based on these concerns, OCA recommended that the 

Company limit the Energy Efficiency Kits Program to “one kit per account every 10 years” or, in 

the alternative, for the Company to shift the costs associated with delivering energy efficiency 

kits “to offset energy audit costs or weatherization rebates.”  (OCA St. 1, p. 24.); UGI Electric 

St. in Support, pp. 3-4. 

 

In rebuttal, UGI Electric argued that the Energy Kits Program was a “modest 

portion of the overall portfolio budget” that “plays an important role in getting customers without 

school age children to engage with UGI Electric and achieve energy savings, all at a low cost to 

ratepayers.”  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, p. 35.).  In response to OCA’s claims related to 

weatherization, UGI Electric witness Mr. Love stated that “energy audit and weatherization 

rebate programs generally have lower cost-effectiveness than energy efficiency kit programs due 

to the costs associated with the level of savings.” (UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, p. 35.).  In addition, 

the Company maintained that the market for energy saving kits was not saturated, because 

although the Company has offered energy saving kits for 12 years, the lifetime of the measures is 

only 6 years, meaning “that only the kits provided to customers within the past six years would 
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still be within their measure lifetime.”  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, p. 34.); UGI Electric St. in 

Support, p. 4. 

 

In its surrebuttal testimony, OCA reiterated its concerns with the Company’s 

energy efficiency kit programs and continued to recommend that “the Energy Efficiency Kit 

budget should be shifted to promote other measures already proposed in the Plan or to fund the 

inclusion of weatherization measures,” while the School Energy Kit Program should be limited 

to “homes that have not received a kit in the past five years.”  (OCA St. 1-SR, pp. 14-15.); UGI 

Electric St. in Support, p. 4.   

 

In rejoinder, the Company maintained that the Energy Efficiency Kit Program 

should not be defunded and argued that the market for the School Energy Kits program has not 

reached the point of oversaturation, with kits having been distributed to less than 25% of the 

Company’s total residential customer base over the life of the program.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-

RJ, p. 17.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 5. 

 

Under the Settlement, the Joint Petitioners have agreed that UGI Electric will 

include marketing that highlights the benefits and availability of weatherization services and 

information on the Appliance Rebate program in its energy efficiency kits.  (Settlement ¶ 22.).  

In addition, as part of the evaluation for residential programs identified in Paragraph 23 of the 

Settlement, UGI Electric will investigate adding a cost-equivalent non-water related measure, 

such as weather stripping or pipe insulation, to the kit and will meet with the Pennsylvania 

American Water Company (PAWC) to identify whether water efficiency measures included in 

their kits programs are being provided within the Company’s overlapping service territory.  

(Settlement ¶ 22.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 5.   

   

According to UGI Electric, these settlement provisions reflect a reasonable 

compromise of the parties’ positions.  The provisions address the concerns raised by OCA 

related to weatherization by ensuring the energy efficiency kits highlight the benefits and 

availability of weatherization services and information and by requiring the Company to 

investigate adding a cost-equivalent non-water related measure to the Energy Efficiency Kit 
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Program.  Finally, the Settlement addresses the OCA’s oversaturation concerns by requiring the 

Company to work with PAWC to identify whether that utility is offering overlapping water 

efficiency measures.  Thus, UGI Electric submits that the settlement provisions addressing 

energy efficiency kits are reasonable and in the public interest and, therefore, should be approved 

without modification.  UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 5.   

 

2. OCA’s Position – Energy Efficiency Kits 

 

OCA witness Stacy Sherwood had several concerns with the use of energy 

efficiency kits.  Ms. Sherwood testified that the Plan is heavily reliant on kits that have low in-

service rates, which could mean that a majority of the measures funded through the program are 

never used. (OCA St. 1, pp.21-22.).  Ms. Sherwood also testified that the kits focus on secondary 

methods to create electric energy savings, such as through water saving measures.  The Plan 

relies heavily on energy efficiency kits, with 21% of the residential energy savings projected to 

come through the energy efficiency kits.  While energy savings can be achieved through water 

savings, weatherization measures would be more suitable to obtain long-lasting savings.  (OCA 

St. 1, p. 23.).  Further, Ms. Sherwood testified as to the potential saturation level of the energy 

efficiency kit offerings, as the kits have already been offered for 12 years.  Id.  Ms. Sherwood 

recommended that inclusion of a weatherization audit and rebate program that includes air 

sealing, duct sealing, and insulation should be considered. (OCA St. 1, p. 26.); OCA St. in 

Support, pp. 4-5.   

 

According to OCA, the settlement provision contained in paragraph 22 of the 

Settlement is a reasonable step forward to educate customers on weatherization measures and the 

Appliance Rebate Program that may provide more long-lasting savings.  Coupled with other 

important Settlement provisions, OCA concludes that the Settlement terms regarding energy 

efficiency kits in Settlement ¶ 22 are in the public interest and should be accepted.  OCA St. in 

Support, p. 5.   
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3. OSBA’s Position – Energy Efficiency Kits 

 

OSBA did not address the settlement terms contained in Settlement ¶ 22 

addressing energy efficiency kits in its Statement in Support of the Settlement.    

 

B. Evaluation of Residential Programs 

 

1. UGI Electric’s Position - Evaluation of Residential Programs 

 

In its direct testimony, OCA recommended that the Company should file any 

evaluations performed on a program at the EE&C Plan docket, and to include as part of its 

EE&C Plan a description of the evaluation used, if that evaluation is used in lieu of the Technical 

Reference Manual (TRM).  (OCA St. 1, p. 8.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 6. 

 

In rebuttal, UGI Electric maintained that a requirement to file any evaluations 

performed on a program at the Phase IV EE&C docket was unnecessary, considering that parties 

can adequately access the evaluations through the discovery process during the Phase V EE&C 

proceeding.  (UGI Electric St. 1-R, p. 55.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 6.  

 

 In surrebuttal, OCA continued to recommend that the Company file its program 

evaluations at the Phase IV EE&C Plan docket, similar to other EDCs subject to requirements of 

Act 129.  (OCA St. 1SR, p. 16.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 6.   

 

 In rejoinder, UGI Electric agreed to file the results of its evaluation, performed by 

the Company’s evaluation Conservation Service Provider (CSP), of the residential programs in 

Program Year (PY) 14 and non-residential programs in PY 15.  (UGI Electric St. 1-RJ, p. 24.); 

UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 6.  

 

 Under the Settlement, UGI Electric’s evaluation CSP will conduct an evaluation 

of its residential programs in PY14 and non-residential programs in PY15.  (Settlement ¶ 23.).  

UGI Electric will file and serve the results of those evaluations to the statutory parties at this 
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docket.  (Settlement ¶ 23.).  As part of its residential program evaluation, UGI Electric will meet 

with PPL Electric Utilities Corporation (PPL Electric) to discuss administrative efficiencies 

related to weatherization programs and resources.  (Settlement ¶ 23.); UGI Electric St. in 

Support, p. 6.   

 

 According to UGI Electric, these settlement provisions reflect a reasonable 

compromise of the parties’ positions.  The Settlement addresses the OCA’s evaluation concerns 

by adopting the OCA’s recommendation to file program evaluations at the Phase IV EE&C 

docket, consistent with EDCs subject to the requirement of Act 129.  See 66 Pa.C.S. § 2806.1(i).  

In addition, the Company commits to exploring weatherization measures through discussions 

with PPL Electric, in response to OCA’s recommendations to incorporate weatherization 

measures into the residential programs of the EE&C Plan.  Thus, UGI Electric submits that the 

settlement provisions addressing the evaluation of residential programs are reasonable and in the 

public interest and, therefore, should be approved without modification.  UGI Electric St. in 

Support, pp. 6-7. 

 

2. OCA’s Position - Evaluation of Residential Programs 

 

OCA witness Sherwood testified as to her concerns over the lack of a detailed and 

formal evaluation process for the Company’s Plan as it is not subject to the same evaluation 

requirements as Act 129 plans.  (OCA St. 1, pp. 11-12.).  As Ms. Sherwood testified: 

 

[w]ithout a formal evaluation using the EM&V process to verify 

the savings, the effectiveness of the programs is unclear. For 

instance, the reported energy savings may be over- or under-

reported due to installation rate or usage assumptions. 

Additionally, there is no assessment of the program’s free riders, 

which could indicate the necessity to discontinue certain 

programs or implement new measures. 

 

(OCA St. 1, p. 12.).  Ms. Sherwood recommended that an evaluation of the first two years of the 

programs be conducted in time for the results to inform the Phase V plan development.  Further, 

Ms. Sherwood recommended that the Company should file its annual program year results along 
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with an evaluation of the program to be submitted in the current docket.  (Id.); OCA St. in 

Support, pp. 5-6. 

  

 This Settlement provision addresses the OCA’s concerns on this issue.  This 

provision also provides an opportunity for UGI Electric to potentially coordinate weatherization 

activities with PPL in order to analyze any synergies that could be created.  As such, OCA 

submits that this provision of the Settlement addressing the evaluation of residential programs is 

in the public interest and should be accepted.  OCA St. in Support, p. 6.   

 

3. OSBA’s Position - Evaluation of Residential Programs 

 

OSBA did not address the settlement terms contained in Settlement ¶ 23 

addressing evaluation of residential programs in its Statement in Support of the Settlement.    

 

C. Marketing 

 

1. UGI Electric’s Position - Marketing 

 

OCA raised concerns with the Company’s savings projections for the EE&C 

residential programs.  Specifically, OCA witness Ms. Sherwood argued that “the Company’s 

savings projections are not realistic compared to historical performance for measures offered 

under the Appliance Rebate Program and the Low-Income Program.”  (OCA St. 1, p. 4.).  OCA 

recommended that the Company revise its projections to be lower and more in line with 

historical program participation trends.  (OCA St. 1, p. 11.).  In addition, Ms. Sherwood 

recommended that the Company run a sensitivity analysis “to determine how historical levels of 

participation and increasing interest in electrification measures may impact the [Appliance 

Rebate Program’s] costs and cost-effectiveness.”  (OCA St. 1, p. 20.); UGI Electric St. in 

Support, p. 7. 

 

In rebuttal, the Company maintained that its projections for participation in the 

residential programs were reasonable and obtainable.  (UGI Electric St. 1-R, p. 26.).  
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Specifically, UGI Electric witness Mr. Love outlined the methods by which the Company plans 

to achieve its projected higher participation levels in its Low-Income Program, by increasing its 

engagement with the Community-Based Organizations (CBOs) implementing the program, 

which had already increased participation successfully in PY 11.  (UGI Electric St. 1-R, p. 26.).  

Further, the Company indicated that it planned to reach its participation goals for the Appliance 

Rebate Program by maintaining non-heat pump participation levels at historical levels and 

growing participation from heat pump measures that include ductless mini-split heat pumps 

(DMHPs) and two new measures, heat pump water heaters and air-source heat pumps.  (UGI 

Electric St. 1-R, p. 27.).  Finally, the Company outlined its plan to meet the projected 

participation levels by “utilizing marketing budgets and leveraging tax credits and other 

incentives offered by the [Inflation Reduction Act of 2022 (‘IRA’)].”  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, 

p. 28.); UGI Electric St. in Support, pp. 7-8. 

 

In surrebuttal, OCA maintained its position that the “level of participation 

projected does not appear to be reasonable based on recent performance (within the last 3 

years).”  (OCA St. 1SR, p. 2.).  As such, OCA continued to recommend that the Company 

perform a sensitivity analysis of the Plan “to reflect historical participation and spending levels, 

as well as the potential popularity of electrification measure[s]” due to IRA funding.  (OCA St. 

1SR, p. 4.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 8. 

 

In rejoinder, UGI Electric continued to assert its belief that a sensitivity analysis 

was unnecessary, considering that an analysis “would increase the administrative costs and tasks 

related to administering the Appliance Rebate Program and result in additional costs to the 

consumers” without providing a clear benefit.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-RJ, p. 3.); UGI Electric 

St. in Support, p. 8. 

 

Under the Settlement, a formalized marketing plan will be established annually, 

detailing how the Company will achieve the projections in its Phase IV EE&C Plan.  (Settlement 

¶ 29.).  According to UGI Electric, this settlement provision reflects a reasonable compromise of 

the parties’ positions by requiring the Company to support its projected participation and savings 

goals through a detailed marketing plan that will help facilitate achievement of its goals.  In 
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addition, it avoids the additional program costs that would have been associated with a 

sensitivity analysis while still holding the Company accountable for planning and meeting its 

projections.  Thus, UGI Electric asserts that the settlement provisions are reasonable and in the 

public interest and, therefore, should be approved without modification.  UGI Electric St. in 

Support, p. 8. 

 

2. OCA’s Position - Marketing 

 

OCA witness Sherwood testified that the Company’s projections in several areas 

appear to be overly optimistic and may not be achieved.  For one, forecasted participation levels 

for the Appliance Rebate Program exceed the historic participation levels.  (OCA St. 1, pp. 17-

18.).  In addition, forecasted savings from the Appliance Rebate Program and the Low-Income 

Program may not be achievable based on the historic performance of those programs.  (OCA St. 

1, p. 4.).  As previously discussed by OCA, the effectiveness of the energy efficiency kits and the 

large reliance on savings in the Plan is a concern.  (OCA St. 1, pp. 21-22.); OCA St. in Support, 

p. 6. 

 

OCA asserts that this Settlement provision is intended to work in conjunction with 

the reporting requirements that are included in Settlement paragraph 23.  The marketing plan and 

the reporting requirements will work to inform all stakeholders as to the actual effectiveness of 

the Plan and how actual results match up with the Company’s original forecasts.  According to 

OCA, this level of information and transparency will aid the Company and other stakeholders in 

determining where additional outreach may be necessary in order to achieve Plan objectives.  

OCA submits these provisions of the Settlement working together are in the public interest and 

should be accepted.  OCA St. in Support, p. 7.   

 

3. OSBA’s Position - Marketing 

 

OSBA did not address the settlement provisions addressing marketing included  

in Settlement ¶ 29 in its Statement in Support.   
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D. Impact of the Inflation Reduction Act  

 

1. UGI Electric’s Position – Impact of the Inflation Reduction Act 

 

In its direct testimony, UGI Electric identified that the programs and initiatives 

under the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) may affect the Plan’s activity and cost-effectiveness, 

because the IRA “provides significant tax credits that overlap with offerings in the Plan, such as 

heat pump water heaters.”  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 7.).  The Company stated its intent to 

monitor the Home Energy Performance-Based Whole-House Rebates (HOMES) and High-

Efficiency Electric Home Rebate Act (HEEHRA), and to “watch the potential implementation of 

HOMES and HEEHRA in Pennsylvania for how they may interact and/or overlap with the Plan’s 

offerings.”  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 7.).  The Company also noted that “it remains to be seen 

how many of UGI Electric’s customers will take advantage of these tax credits and how those tax 

credits may affect the supply, distribution, and installation of efficient equipment in UGI 

Electric’s service territory.”  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 7.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 9.   

 

OCA argued that the Company should be required to evaluate whether its 

Appliance Rebate Program measures meet the eligibility requirements of the IRA. (OCA St. 1, p. 

5.).  OCA recommended that the Company should notify participating customers, through its 

website and marketing and rebate materials, whether their selected measures are also eligible to 

receive IRA tax credits or rebates. (OCA St. 1, pp. 5-6.).  In addition, OCA witness Ms. 

Sherwood acknowledged the administrative burden that would fall on the Company to administer 

and monitor these IRA rebates, and as such stated that “it may make sense for UGI to partner 

with one of the EDCs for processing and documentation to lower impact to the program.”  (OCA 

St. 1, p. 16.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 9.   

 

In rebuttal, the Company maintained that it had already identified which measures 

meet IRA eligibility requirements, specifically noting that all heat pump and heat pump water 

heater measures currently meet eligibility requirements for the IRA.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, 

p. 51.).  UGI Electric witness Mr. Love further noted that “the Company cannot make any further 

commitments relating to the IRA at this time because it is unknown if EDCs will play any part in 
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recovering IRA rebates, or what the processing and documentation requirements for EDCs will 

be to recover IRA rebates.”  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, p. 51.); UGI Electric St. in Support, pp. 

9-10.     

 

In surrebuttal, OCA maintained its position that the Company should be required 

to evaluate whether its Appliance Rebate measures meet the eligibility requirements of the IRA 

and to notify customers whether they may be eligible to receive IRA tax credits or rebates on the 

Company’s website and marketing and rebate materials.  (OCA St. 1SR, p. 4.); UGI Electric St. 

in Support, p. 10.   

 

In rejoinder, the Company: (1) noted that many of the IRA’s programs have not 

yet been implemented and will not be implemented for at least one more year; and (2) 

maintained that the Company should not be required to design its EE&C Plan around the federal 

funding made available through the IRA or to market the IRA to its customers.  (UGI Electric St. 

No. 1-RJ, pp. 22-23.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 10.   

 

Under the Settlement, after one full year of the HOMES Rebate Program and the 

HEEHRA taking effect in Pennsylvania, UGI Electric will evaluate its Appliance Rebate 

Program to identify equipment efficiency thresholds that qualify for an EE&C rebate but do not 

qualify for an IRA rebate as a result of efficiency level criteria.  (Settlement ¶ 28.).  After that 

analysis has been completed, UGI Electric will provide the results of its findings, if any, to the 

Parties to this proceeding.  (Settlement ¶ 28.).  UGI Electric will promote IRA HOMES and 

HEEHRA program availability as part of supporting the Pennsylvania Department of 

Environmental Protection’s roll out of measures targeting residential customer equipment 

through inclusion in its EE&C marketing materials.  (Settlement ¶ 28.).  To the extent the 

equipment efficiency thresholds required to qualify for rebates in the UGI Electric Appliance 

Rebate Program are lower than the efficiency thresholds required to qualify for rebates in the 

HOMES or HEEHRA programs in Pennsylvania, UGI Electric will update its marketing 

materials and its website with an appropriate disclosure to inform customers about the higher 

efficiency level required to qualify for rebates under both UGI Electric’s Program and the 

HOMES or HEEHRA program. (Settlement ¶ 28.); UGI Electric St. in Support, pp. 10-11.  
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UGI Electric asserts that the Settlement reflects a reasonable compromise of the 

parties’ positions.  The Company commits to promoting IRA programs and, after the programs 

have been in place for a year, evaluating how its EE&C programs align with those IRA 

programs.  In addition, by requiring UGI Electric to update its marketing materials and website 

regarding eligibility under both the EE&C programs and HOMES and HEEHRA programs, the 

Settlement is designed to address OCA’s recommendation to provide customers with notice of 

the availability and eligibility for rebates.  Thus, UGI Electric concludes the settlement 

provisions are reasonable and in the public interest and, therefore, should be approved without 

modification.  UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 11.   

 

2. OCA’s Position – Impact of the Inflation Reduction Act 

 

OCA witness Sherwood testified that the Company indicated the IRA may have 

an impact on the Phase IV Plan success.  (OCA St. 1, p. 14.).  As Ms. Sherwood testified: 

 

[a]s established through the IRA, there are tax credits currently 

available for residential, commercial, and industrial customers 

that invest in and install energy efficient electrification, 

including heat pumps and weatherization, in their homes and 

businesses. Additionally, the IRA has allocated to states funding 

for electrification rebates that will roll out during the Plan 

period. The Company indicates that it will monitor how 

Pennsylvania rolls out the IRA rebates for energy efficient 

equipment to see how it may interact or overlap with the 

program offerings. 

 

(OCA St. 1, pp. 14-15.); OCA St. in Support, p. 7.    

 

Ms. Sherwood testified that the IRA tax credits are conditioned on meeting 

certain efficiency levels for new appliances.  (OCA St. 1, p. 15.).  Ms. Sherwood recommended 

that UGI check those efficiency levels against the Company’s offerings in its Appliance Rebate 

Program and consider adjusting its own offerings to match the IRA efficiency levels, or at the 

least it should make sure that its marketing materials clearly delineate to customers that some of 

the Company’s offerings may not qualify for IRA tax credits.  (Id.).  Further, as participation in 
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the IRA programs will likely require significant documentation, monitoring and reporting 

requirements, the Company may wish to partner with another EDC to potentially ease the 

administrative burdens.  (OCA St. 1, pp.15-16.); OCA St. in Support, pp. 7-8. 

 

According to OCA, the Parties recognize that at this time it is uncertain how 

Pennsylvania will choose to roll out these IRA programs.  Accordingly, the following Settlement 

provision was agreed to: 

 

[a]fter one full year of the Home Owner Managing Energy 

Savings (“HOMES”) Rebate Program and the High Efficiency 

Electric Home Rebate Program (“HEEHRA”) taking effect in 

Pennsylvania, UGI Electric will evaluate its Appliance Rebate 

Program to identify equipment efficiency thresholds that qualify 

for an EE&C rebate but do not qualify for an Inflation Reduction 

Act (“IRA”) rebate as a result of efficiency level criteria.  After 

that analysis has been completed, UGI Electric will provide the 

results of its findings, if any, to the Parties to this proceeding. 

UGI Electric will promote IRA HOMES and HEEHRA program 

availability as part of supporting DEP’s roll out of measures 

targeting residential customer equipment through inclusion in its 

EE&C marketing materials.  To the extent the equipment 

efficiency thresholds required to qualify for rebates in the UGI 

Electric Appliance Rebate Program are lower than the efficiency 

thresholds required to qualify for rebates in the HOMES or 

HEEHRA programs in Pennsylvania, UGI Electric agrees to 

update its marketing materials and its website with an 

appropriate disclosure to inform customers about the higher 

efficiency level required to qualify for rebates under both UGI 

Electric’s Program and the HOMES or HEEHRA program.   

 

(Settlement ¶ 28.). 

 

OCA explains that this Settlement provision addresses some of the main concerns 

that it has about the interaction of the Company’s Plan and the new tax credits available under 

the IRA.  Importantly, this provision will provide accurate information to customers as to the 

IRA programs and will help to ensure that customers have a full understanding of what rebates 

and/or tax credits may be available.  OCA submits that this provision is an important element of 

the Settlement and will aid customers in making informed decisions about their appliance 

choices – specifically, to the extent the equipment efficiency thresholds required to qualify for 
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rebates in the UGI Electric Appliance Rebate Program are lower than the efficiency thresholds 

required to qualify for rebates in the HOMES or HEEHRA programs, UGI Electric’s added 

disclaimer will enable a customer to understand that if they wish to qualify for UGI Electric’s 

rebate and the rebate offered under HOMES or HEEHRA, the customer would need to purchase 

an appliance that meets the higher efficiency thresholds required under the HOMES or HEEHRA 

programs.  As such, OCA submits that this settlement provision addressing the impact of the 

IRA is in the public interest and should be accepted.   

 

3. OSBA’s Position – Impact of the Inflation Reduction Act 

 

OSBA did not address the settlement provisions addressing the impact of the IRA  

included in Settlement ¶ 28 in its Statement in Support.   

 

E. Fuel Switching Measures 

 

1. UGI Electric’s Position – Fuel Switching Measures 

 

As part of the Appliance Rebate Program, UGI Electric proposed to include 

rebates for fuel switching measures, including rebates for customers switching from electric 

heating to an ENERGY STAR rated natural gas furnace or boiler.  (UGI Electric Exh. 1, pp. 10, 

12.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 11. 

 

OCA opposed the inclusion of any fuel switching measures in the Company’s 

Phase IV EE&C Plan and recommended removing those measures from the Plan.  (OCA St. 1, 

pp. 17, 19-20.).  In support of this position, OCA argued that “there is no basis for utilizing 

electric ratepayer dollars to fund conversion from electric to natural gas measures, particularly in 

a voluntary electric EE&C program,” and that “incentivizing electric to natural gas fuel 

switching contradicts the effort of the IRA to support and incentivize electrification.”  (OCA St. 

1, pp. 18-19.); UGI Electric St. in Support, pp. 11-12.   
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In rebuttal, the Company maintained that fuel switching measures are included in 

the Commission’s current TRM, statewide Act 129 plans, and the EE&C programs offered by 

other EDCs, including PPL Electric.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, p. 42.).  In addition, UGI 

Electric witness Mr. Love noted that certain provisions of the IRA “incentivize natural gas 

HVAC equipment and insulation and air sealing measures for natural gas heated homes through 

the 25C tax credits and the Home Efficiency Rebate program.”  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, p. 

43.).  Finally, the Company stated that there is no basis or requirement that a program offered 

pursuant to Act 129 must align with federal initiatives such as the IRA.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-

R, p. 43.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 12. 

 

In surrebuttal, OCA continued to recommend that fuel switching measures should 

be excluded from the Plan, alleging that the “inclusion of [fuel switching] measures in the TRM 

is not a sufficient basis to be included as part of a portfolio,” and stating that the priority of the 

IRA is not to incentivize natural gas equipment but “to reduce the usage of fossil fuels.”  (OCA 

St. 1SR, pp. 5-6.).  OCA also claimed that fuel switching measures were inappropriate because 

DMHP are more popular than fuel switching measures, the Company’s gas division would 

benefit from switching from electric to natural gas heating, and UGI Electric’s ratepayers could 

be harmed by the permanent removal of electric heating load from the system because it reduces 

sales.  (OCA St. 1SR, pp. 6-7.).  Further, if the Plan ultimately included fuel switching measures, 

OCA alternatively recommended that the Company raise the efficiency level for eligible natural 

gas boilers from 90% to 95% Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE), raise the efficiency 

level for natural gas furnaces from 95% to 97% AFUE, and match the offerings under PPL 

Electric’s fuel switching program.  (OCA St. 1SR, p. 9.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 12.    

 

In rejoinder, UGI Electric maintained its position that the Company’s proposed 

fuel switching measures were appropriate, arguing that fuel switching measures are “fully 

supportive of stated IRA goals,” that there is room for both DMHP and fuel switching under the 

Company’s program, and that the “impact of [the] conversions will decrease UGI Electric’s 

revenue by more than the added customers will increase UGI Gas’s revenue.”  (UGI Electric St. 

No. 1-RJ, pp. 8-10.).  The Company further stated that fuel switching will not harm UGI 

Electric’s ratepayers because customers who take advantage of the program will continue to be 
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UGI Electric customers and removing load from the electric distribution system is a fundamental 

purpose of Act 129.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-RJ, pp. 10-11.).  Additionally, the Company noted 

that the proposed efficiency levels for the fuel switching measures already aligned with the well-

known federal ENERGY STAR standards.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-RJ, p. 13.); UGI Electric St. 

in Support, pp. 12-13.   

 

Under the Settlement, UGI Electric will modify its natural gas fuel switching 

program to provide a rebate of $1,000 for ENERGY STAR qualifying natural gas furnaces with 

an AFUE between 95% and 97%, and a rebate of $1,500 for ENERGY STAR natural gas 

furnaces with an AFUE of 97% or higher.  (Settlement ¶ 30.).  For natural gas boilers, UGI 

Electric will provide a rebate of $1,000 for ENERGY STAR qualifying natural gas boilers, and a 

rebate of $1,500 for ENERGY STAR natural gas boilers with an AFUE of 95% or higher.  

(Settlement ¶ 30.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 13.   

 

According to UGI Electric, the Settlement reflects a reasonable compromise of 

the parties’ positions.  The Company commits to revising its fuel switching program to 

incentivize equipment with higher than ENERGY STAR rated efficiency, while maintaining the 

availability of fuel switching measures in the Plan.  Thus, UGI Electric submits that the 

settlement provisions are reasonable and in the public interest and, therefore, should be approved 

without modification.  UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 13.   

 

2. OCA’s Position – Fuel Switching Measures 

 

The Company’s Plan includes offering rebates for natural gas furnaces, water 

heaters, and clothes dryers for those customers who choose to switch from electric to natural gas 

for those appliances.  (OCA St. 1, pp. 16-17.).  OCA witness Sherwood testified that fuel 

switching should not be a part of this Plan.  (OCA St. 1, p. 19.).  In Ms. Sherwood’s opinion, 

considering the goals of the IRA to incentivize electrification, providing rebates to customers to 

switch from electric to natural gas, using electric ratepayer funds, is not a reasonable component 

of a voluntary EE&C program.  (Id.).  Further, Ms. Sherwood explained that substantial energy 

efficiency gains could be obtained by providing higher incentives for customers to switch from 
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electric resistance heating (e.g., electric furnaces, baseboard electric heaters, electric wall 

heaters) to more efficient types of electric heat, such as central heat pumps or mini split systems.  

(Id.); OCA St. in Support, p. 9.   

 

Ms. Sherwood also testified that the Company’s current Plan includes rebates for 

natural gas equipment that is not rated for optimal efficiency as other states have done.  The 

Company had proposed to rebate natural gas furnaces that have an Annual Fuel Utilization 

Efficiency of 95% and natural gas boilers with a 90% AFUE.  Comparatively, Ms. Sherwood 

directed the Commission’s attention to other states that have requirements that the equipment be 

equal to or greater than 97% AFUE for natural gas furnaces and 95% AFUE for natural gas 

boilers.  (OCA St. 1SR, p. 8 (footnote omitted)); OCA St. in Support, pp. 9-10.   

 

Ms. Sherwood also noted that the planned rebates of $1,500 for natural gas 

furnaces or natural gas boilers are much higher than PPL’s rebates for the same equipment, 

which are $200.  (Id.).  Ms. Sherwood concluded by recommending that fuel switching not be 

allowed as part of the Plan, but if the Commission were to allow it, the rebate levels should be 

lowered to be more consistent with PPL and the efficiency levels should be raised “to 97% 

AFUE for natural gas furnaces and 95% AFUE for natural gas boilers to encourage the adoption 

of the most efficient equipment.”  (OCA St. 1SR, p. 9); OCA St. in Support, p. 10.  

 

The Parties agreed to settle this issue as follows: 

 

UGI Electric will modify its natural gas fuel switching program 

to provide a rebate of $1,000 for ENERGY STAR qualifying 

natural gas furnaces with an Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency 

(“AFUE”) between 95% and 97%, and a rebate of $1,500 for 

ENERGY STAR natural gas furnaces with an AFUE of 97% or 

higher.  For natural gas boilers, UGI Electric will provide a 

rebate of $1,000 for ENERGY STAR qualifying natural gas 

boilers, and a rebate of $1,500 for ENERGY STAR natural gas 

boilers with an AFUE of 95% or higher.   

 

(Settlement ¶ 30.). OCA St. in Support, p. 10.   
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According to OCA, the fuel switching issue was the most contentious matter that 

was debated in this case. As part of an overall Settlement that included the resolution of all issues 

in this case, OCA agreed to accept the provision dealing with fuel switching.  This provision 

does provide increased incentives for higher efficiency equipment, as Ms. Sherwood 

recommended.  Viewing the Settlement as a total package, OCA submits that this provision of 

the Settlement is reasonable and in the public interest.  OCA St. in Support, p. 10.   

 

3. OSBA’s Position – Fuel Switching Measures 

 

OSBA did not address the settlement provisions addressing the impact of the fuel 

switching measures included in Settlement ¶ 30 in its Statement in Support.   

 

F. Net-to-Gross Ratio 

 

1. UGI Electric’s Position – Net-to-Gross Ratio 

 

In its direct testimony, OSBA observed that the Company did not derive net-to-

gross (NTG) ratios for its TRC Test evaluations and recommended that UGI Electric use a 0.7 

NTG value for its Small Commercial & Industrial (C&I) calculations.  (OSBA St. No. 1, p. 8.).  

OSBA proposed this NTG ratio to align with the NTG ratio used by PPL Electric to make PPL 

Electric’s TRC Test evaluations.  (OSBA St. No. 1, p. 8.); UGI Electric St. in Support, pp. 13-14.   

 

In rebuttal, the Company disagreed with the OSBA’s recommendation, arguing 

that UGI Electric’s Phase IV EE&C Plan’s NTG ratio should be derived from an actual study of 

the effects from a specific program, not a proxy value from a separate program serving a 

different customer base.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, p. 21.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 14.    

 

Under the Settlement, UGI Electric will report results for the C&I Incentive 

Program on a gross and net basis.  (Settlement ¶ 24.).  UGI Electric will apply a Net-to-Gross 

ratio of 0.7 for the C&I Incentive Program.  (Settlement ¶ 24.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 

14.   
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According to UGI Electric, this settlement provision reflects a reasonable 

compromise of the parties’ positions.  The Company adopted the OSBA’s recommendation and 

moving forward will use a 0.7 NTG value for its Small C&I calculations.  Thus, UGI Electric 

asserts that the settlement provision is reasonable and in the public interest and, therefore, should 

be approved without modification.  UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 14.   

 

2. OCA’s Position – Net-to-Gross Ratio 

 

OCA did not provide testimony on this issue and did not address this issue in its  

Statement in Support.   

 

3. OSBA’s Position – Net-to-Gross Ratio 

 

The Settlement states that UGI Electric will report results for the C&I Incentive 

Program on a gross and net basis and that UGI Electric will apply a Net-to-Gross ratio of 0.7 for 

the C&I Incentive Program.  (Settlement ¶ 24.).  This provision clarifies how the Company’s 

proposed C&I Incentive Program’s results will be reported, and essentially adopts OSBA witness 

Mr. Robert Knecht’s recommendation that UGI Electric use the same Net-to-Gross ratio that 

PPL Electric Utilities Corporation uses – which is 0.7.  (OSBA St. No. 1, pp. 8, 17.); OSBA St. 

in Support, p. 6.   

 

G. Commercial and Industrial Incentive Program  

 

1. UGI Electric’s Position – Commercial and Industrial Incentive Program  

 

In the Phase IV EE&C Plan, UGI Electric proposed to continue its C&I Custom 

Incentive Program, with some modifications to the current program.  For example, for Phase IV, 

the Company proposed three different pathways for customers to pursue under the C&I Incentive 

Program: prescriptive, custom, and direct install for small businesses.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 

16.).  The “Custom Pathway” represents a continuation of the Phase III C&I Custom Incentive 
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Program, while the Direct Install for Small Business Pathway is aimed at engaging small 

business customers, a traditionally underserved market for energy efficiency programs.  (UGI 

Electric No. 1, pp. 16-17.).  UGI Electric witness Mr. Love stated that the Company’s C&I 

Incentive Program is “projected to achieve 19,804 annual MWh in savings and deliver $8.3 

million in present value TRC [Total Resource Cost] net benefits with a TRC BCR [Benefit-Cost 

Ratio] of 2.18.”  (UGI Electric St. No. 1, p. 18.); UGI Electric St. in Support, pp. 14-15.    

 

Based on its review of the data provided by the Company in this proceeding, 

OSBA recommended that the Company modify its forecasts for the Direct Install program to 

reflect providing EE&C services to businesses of all sizes within the Class 2 rate group; reduce 

utility costs associated with the Class 2 charges by reducing programs, modifying programs to 

target smaller projects, shifting cost responsibility to the participants who benefit from the 

programs; and retain per-MWh limits on incentive costs and administrative costs for the C&I 

programs, and apply those costs separately on an average basis to both Class 2 and Class 3.  

(OSBA St. No. 1, p. 18.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 15. 

 

In rebuttal, the Company disagreed with OSBA’s recommendations related to 

modifying forecasts to provide EE&C services to businesses of all sizes, stating that the Plan was 

designed to capture a large portion of eligible customers and to get more savings from and reach 

more small business customers than previous phases.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, p. 3.).  The 

Company also addressed OSBA’s concerns regarding the charges associated with Class 2 

charges and made revisions to its calculations that resulted in a proposed maximum charge in the 

revised programs of 0.154 cents per kWh, which was approximately 44% of the maximum rate 

of 0.35 cents per kWh proposed by OSBA witness Mr. Robert Knecht in his direct testimony.  

(UGI Electric St. No. 2-R, p. 6.).  Finally, the Company disagreed with OSBA’s 

recommendation to retain per-MWh limits on incentive costs and administrative costs, arguing 

that the proposal for Phase IV differs from Phase III for two reasons: (1) there is an anticipated 

drop-off in large projects along a major highway corridor in the Company’s service territory; and 

(2) the Direct Install Pathway is being introduced to address opportunities within the small 

business sector more comprehensively.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, p. 14.).  Given these changes 

in the Phase IV EE&C Plan, the Company anticipates shifting focus to smaller projects and 
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higher per project administrative costs per MWh saved.  (UGI Electric St. No. 1-R, p. 15.); UGI 

Electric St. in Support, pp. 15-16. 

 

Under the Settlement, the parties have addressed the issues raised by OSBA 

concerning the C&I Incentive Program.  First, UGI Electric will continue to track and evaluate 

actual project savings for the Phase IV C&I Incentive Program’s projects in a manner similar to 

that utilized in Phase II and Phase III, such that the Company will be able to determine estimated 

annual pre-usage and estimated annual post-usage and then calculate the difference between pre- 

and post-usage to get realized savings, with the realization rate calculated by dividing this value 

by the projected savings for the project.  (Settlement ¶ 25.).  The three methods the Company 

may use to determine pre- and post-usage are raw usage comparison, baseload usage 

comparison, and adjusted usage comparison.  (Settlement ¶ 25.); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 

16.   

 

In addition, the Settlement places the following cost limits on the C&I Incentive 

Program over the five-year term of the Phase IV EE&C Plan: (1) overall incentive spending shall 

be limited to $100 per first year MWh; and (2) overall non-incentive spending shall be limited to 

$110 per first year MWh.  (Settlement ¶ 26.).  UGI Electric’s internal EE&C staff expenses are 

not assigned to the C&I Incentive Program and, therefore, will not be included in the calculation 

of the annual non-incentive spending cost limit.  (Settlement ¶ 26.); UGI Electric St. in Support, 

p. 16.    

 

Furthermore, the Company’s annual EE&C Plan reports will segregate results for 

the C&I programs between the Class 2 and Class 3 customer rate class groups.   (Settlement ¶ 

27.).  For each rate class group, the Company will present costs, savings and participation results 

for each pathway, namely the Prescriptive, Custom Incentive and Direct Install pathways. 

(Settlement ¶ 27.).  For the Prescriptive pathway, the standard results will include the number of 

customers served, as well as number of units. (Settlement ¶ 27.).  Also, the Company will 

include the annual and Phase IV to-date incentive and non-incentive spending values on a per 

first year MWh basis for each rate class group of the C&I Incentive Program in its annual 

reports. (Settlement ¶ 27.); UGI Electric St. in Support, pp. 16-17.     
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According to UGI Electric, these settlement provisions reflect a reasonable 

compromise of the parties’ positions.  The Settlement adopts the OSBA’s recommendations 

placing cost limits on the C&I Incentive Program, directs the Company to continue tracking and 

evaluating actual project savings as the Company has done in previous Plan cycles, and requires 

UGI Electric to track costs, savings, and participation results by customer rate class group.  UGI 

Electric asserts that these commitments demonstrate the Company’s willingness to limit 

spending and maintain transparency in evaluating actual project costs and savings in its C&I 

programs.  Thus, UGI Electric contends the settlement provisions are reasonable and in the 

public interest and, therefore, should be approved without modification.  UGI Electric St. in 

Support, p. 17.   

 

2. OCA’s Position - Commercial and Industrial Incentive Program 

 

OCA did not provide testimony on this issue and did not address this issue in its  

Statement in Support.   

 

3. OSBA’s Position - Commercial and Industrial Incentive Program 

 

UGI Electric’s C&I Incentive Program targets all new and existing commercial 

and industrial facilities, including government and municipal customers.  The program will be 

available for any type of new or replacement energy-efficient equipment. The program also 

covers retro-commissioning, repairs, optimization, and operational or process changes.  OSBA 

St. in Support, p. 2.   

 

According to OSBA, small business customers are a traditionally under-served 

market for energy efficiency programs.  Historically, the Company has seen much of the non-

residential energy savings come from the Large C&I customer class – specifically through the 

Company’s C&I Custom Incentive Program.  As part of Phase IV of its Plan, UGI Electric has 

focused on increasing small business participation by expanding its program offerings and 

lowering the barriers to entry.  This includes offering a “Direct Install for Small Business” 
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pathway that will only be open to Small C&I customers.  (Settlement ¶ 27.); OSBA St in 

Support, pp. 2-3.   

 

OSBA asserts that this program will allow UGI Electric to provide higher 

incentives and additional technical assistance that will ensure that these small business customers 

can achieve savings that will have a material impact on their operating costs.  By leveraging the 

design of the Direct Install Pathway, the Company anticipates it will be able to reach this 

underserved community and ensure that all customer classes are served appropriately by the 

proposed Phase IV Plan.  OSBA St. in Support, p. 3.   

 

For the proposed Phase IV, there will be three different pathways for measures in 

the new C&I Incentive Program that small businesses can pursue, compared to the single 

“Custom Incentive” pathway in Phase III.  (Settlement ¶ 27.); OSBA St. in Support, p. 3.      

 

The first pathway, the Prescriptive Pathway, will be the simplest path for 

customer participation.  The Company will offer incentives for lighting in Phase IV of its plan.  

UGI Electric may expand to include other measures, such as refrigeration or heating, ventilation, 

and air conditioning (HVAC) if deemed to be cost effective.  To participate, customers fill out a 

rebate application, and provide a valid UGI Electric account number and proof of purchase dated 

within 180 days of the submission date of the application.  The rebate application will then be 

submitted to a program administrator who will then validate the application and provide a rebate.  

The timeline to process a rebate once a completed application for a finished, approved project 

has been submitted is generally four to six weeks.  Custom projects require pre-submission and 

preliminary evaluation, often before the project is completed, so that the overall timeline for 

these rebates varies based on the nature of the project.  OSBA St. in Support, pp. 3-4. 

 

A key objective of the Prescriptive Pathway is to provide a low-hassle approach 

to smaller EE&C investments, thereby making the program more attractive for smaller projects 

and smaller customers.  OSBA St. in Support, p. 4.   
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The second pathway, the Custom Pathway, currently called the “Phase III C&I 

Custom Incentive Program,” has been maintained.  This pathway will expand upon, and address, 

efficiency measures not covered under the Prescriptive Pathway.  Custom projects will be 

analyzed for savings and cost-effectiveness, and a custom rebate offer will be provided based on 

anticipated savings.  The current projected rebate rate is $0.10 per first-year kWh saved.  After 

the project’s installation, the program administrator will verify that the correct equipment was 

installed and pay the rebate.  OSBA St. in Support, p. 4.   

 

The third pathway, the Direct Install for Small Business Pathway, is only 

available for customers who are in the Small C&I customer classes.  Customers who choose this 

pathway will receive a free energy assessment including a report outlining recommended 

measures for lowering energy use and the incentive that will be available for completing the 

work.  The Small C&I customer will also be referred to a network of vetted trade allies that can 

perform the work.  After the work is performed and verified, the rebate will be paid.  OSBA St. 

in Support, p. 4.   

 

The Direct Install for Small Business Pathway has the highest incentive levels in 

the program and covers any measures that save electricity.  A key objective of this pathway is to 

reduce both customer cost and procedural impediments associated with the Custom Pathway, 

thereby making EE&C investments more attractive to smaller businesses.  OSBA St. in Support, 

pp. 4-5.  

 

The proposed C&I Incentive Program is projected to cost $1.9 million over five 

years and is projected to achieve 10,190 annual MWh in savings.  Furthermore, it is projected to 

deliver $5.2 million in present value Total Resource Cost (TRC) net benefits, with a TRC 

Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) of 2.73, which, according to OSBA, indicates a very cost-effective 

program given that the threshold for a cost-effective program is a BCR of 1.0.  OSBA St. in 

Support, p. 5.   
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H. Miscellaneous 

 

1. UGI Electric’s Position – Miscellaneous 

 

The Settlement also sets forth various provisions governing the interpretation and 

precedential nature of the Settlement as well as certain procedural rules that would apply if the 

ALJ and the Commission approve the Settlement with or without modification.  (Settlement 

¶¶ 31-35.)  UGI Electric asserts that these settlement provisions are reasonable and in the public 

interest because they help clarify the Settlement, the parties’ commitments thereunder, and the 

procedures that would apply under the various scenarios that may occur prior to the conclusion 

of this proceeding.  UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 17.   

 

2. OCA’s Position – Miscellaneous 

 

OCA did not address any miscellaneous issues in its Statement in Support.   

 

3. OSBA’s Position – Miscellaneous 

 

OSBA reiterated its support for Settlement Paragraphs 24-27.  OSBA St. in 

Support pp. 6-8.   

 

I. Recommendation 

 

Commission policy promotes settlements.  See 52 Pa. Code § 5.231(a).  

Settlements reduce the time and expense the parties must expend litigating a case and, at the 

same time, conserve precious administrative resources.  The Commission has indicated that 

settlement results are often preferable to those achieved at the conclusion of a fully litigated 

proceeding.  See 52 Pa. Code § 69.401.  The Commission has explained that parties to settled 

cases are afforded flexibility in reaching amicable resolutions, so long as the settlement is in the 

public interest.  See Pa. Pub. Util. Comm’n v. MXenergy Elec. Inc., Docket No. M-2012-

2201861 (Opinion and Order entered Dec. 5, 2013).  To approve a settlement, the Commission 
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must first determine that the proposed terms and conditions are in the public interest.  See Pa. 

Pub. Util. Comm’n v. Windstream Pa., LLC, Docket No. M-2012-2227108 (Opinion and Order 

entered Sept. 27, 2012); Pa. Pub. Util. Comm’n v. C.S. Water and Sewer Assoc., Docket No. R-

00881147 (Opinion and Order entered July 22, 1991); UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 2. 

 

Given the diverse interests of the Joint Petitioners and the active role they have 

taken in this proceeding, the fact that they have resolved their respective issues in this 

proceeding, in and of itself, provides strong evidence that the Settlement is reasonable and in the 

public interest.  The Settlement was achieved after a thorough review of UGI Electric’s proposal.  

The Company responded to many interrogatories, and there were multiple rounds of testimony.  

The Joint Petitioners participated in a number of settlement discussions that ultimately led to the 

Settlement.  UGI Electric St. in Support, pp. 1-2. 

 

Further, the Joint Petitioners, through their counsel and experts, have considerable 

experience in EE&C Plan proceedings.  OCA and OSBA are tasked with representing the public 

interest.  This responsibility, combined with their and the Company’s knowledge, experience, 

and ability to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of their respective litigation positions, 

provided a strong base upon which to build a consensus resolving the disparity between the 

parties’ positions on UGI Electric’s Phase IV EE&C Plan.  UGI Electric St. in Support, p. 2.   

 

The Joint Petitioners were able to come to agreement on many contested issues 

including the following: energy efficiency kits, the evaluation of residential programs, 

marketing, the impact of the IRA, fuel switching measures and the net-to-gross ratio for 

reporting C&I incentive program results.  The Joint Petitioners explained in their respective 

statements in supports how these agreements on issues and the EE&C Plan as modified by the 

Settlement were in the public interest and satisfied the Commission’s requirements for approval 

of a voluntary EE&C plan.   

 

UGI Electric has met its burden of proof in this proceeding.  The Settlement is in 

the public interest.  It is recommended that the Settlement be approved without modification and 

that UGI Electric’s voluntary Phase IV EE&C Plan, as modified by the Settlement, be approved.   
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VI. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

 

1. The Commission has jurisdiction over the subject matter and the parties to 

this proceeding.  66 Pa.C.S. §§ 2806.1, 2806.2. 

 

2. Act 129 is applicable to EDCs with 100,000 or more customers.  66 

Pa.C.S §§ 2806.1, 2806.2. 

 

3. UGI Utilities, Inc. - Electric Division has fewer than 100,000 customers 

and is therefore not formally subject to the energy efficiency requirements of Act 129.  66 

Pa.C.S. § 2806.1(l). 

 

4. Although Act 129 is not applicable to EDCs with fewer than 100,000 

customers, the Commission recognized that the implementation of energy efficiency and 

conservation measures can assist all electric customers in mitigating retail electric rate increases 

and ensuring affordable and available electric service.  See Re: Voluntary Energy Efficiency and 

Conservation Program, Docket No. M-2009-2142851 (Dec. 23, 2009).   

 

5. The Commission encourages smaller EDCs to file voluntary EE&C plans 

and provided guidance regarding the content and Commission review of such voluntary plans.  

See EE&C Secretarial Letter.   

 

6. Petitions for approval of voluntary EE&C plans must be filed in 

accordance with 52 Pa. Code § 5.41 and must contain the following components:  

• A detailed plan and description of the measures to be offered; 

 

• Sufficient supporting documentation and verified statements 

or testimony or both; 

 

• Proposed energy consumption or peak demand reduction 

objectives or both, with proposed dates the objectives are to be 

met;  
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• A budget showing total planned expenditures by program 

and customer class;  

 

• Tariffs and a section 1307 cost recovery mechanism; and 

 

• A description of the method for monitoring and verifying 

plan results.   

 

EE&C Secretarial Letter at 1; 66 Pa.C.S. § 1307.  

7. Voluntary EE&C plans must measure and verify energy savings in the 

same manner as Act 129 mandated plans.  EE&C Secretarial Letter at 2.  

  

8. For Phase IV of Act 129, the evaluation, measurement and verification of 

energy savings must be performed using the Technical Reference Manual established at Docket 

No. M-2019-3006867.  Implementation of the Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards Act of 

2004: Standards for the Participation of Demand Side Management Resources – 

Technical Reference Manual 2021 Update, Docket No. M-2019-3006867 (Order entered Feb. 4, 

2021).   

 

9. Voluntary plans, like their mandatory counterparts, must employ the Total 

Resource Cost Test, as defined in Act 129 and applied by the Commission to determine whether 

a certain proposed EE&C plan is cost-effective.  See 66 Pa.C.S. § 1307; EE&C Secretarial Letter 

at 1-2. 

 

10. The Company employed the TRC Test established in Docket No. M-2019-

3006868.  See 2021 Total Resource Cost (TRC) Test, Docket No. M-2019-3006868 (Order 

entered Dec. 19, 2019). 

 

11. Smaller EDCs that file voluntary EE&C plans are encouraged to use the 

Act 129 targets as guiding principles in establishing energy consumption and peak demand 

reduction objectives.  EE&C Secretarial Letter at 2.   
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12. The voluntary consumption reduction objective is to be measured against 

the filing EDC’s annual historical load for June 1, 2007, through May 31, 2008.  EE&C 

Secretarial Letter at 2.   

 

13. A voluntary EE&C plan’s peak demand reduction objective should be 

measured against the filing EDC’s historical peak load for the same time frame.  EE&C 

Secretarial Letter at 2.   

 

14. Smaller EDCs that voluntarily file an EE&C plan are required to submit 

an annual report to the Commission detailing the results of the EE&C plan, its cost-effectiveness, 

and any additional information required by the Commission.  EE&C Secretarial Letter at 2.   

 

15. Commission policy promotes settlements.  Settlements lessen the time and 

expense the parties must expend litigating a case and at the same time conserve administrative 

resources.  52 Pa. Code § 5.231.   

 

16. Settlement results are often preferable to those achieved at the conclusion 

of a fully litigated proceeding.  52 Pa. Code § 69.401. 

 

17. To accept a settlement, the Commission must determine that the proposed 

terms and conditions are in the public interest.  Pa. Pub. Util. Comm’n v. UGI Utils., Inc. – Gas 

Div., Docket No. R-2015-2518438 (Opinion and Order entered Oct. 14, 2016); Pa. Pub. Util. 

Comm’n v. Phila. Gas Works, Docket No. M-00031768 (Opinion and Order entered Jan. 7, 

2004). 

 

18. The Joint Petitioners have the burden to prove that the Settlement is in the 

public interest.  Pa. Pub. Util. Comm’n v. Pike Cnty. Light & Power (Electric), Docket No. R-

2013-2397237 (Opinion and Order entered Sept. 11, 2014). 

 

19. The decision of the Commission must be supported by substantial 

evidence.  2 Pa.C.S. § 704. 
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20. “Substantial evidence” is such relevant evidence that a reasonable mind 

might accept as adequate to support a conclusion.  More is required than a mere trace of evidence 

or a suspicion of the existence of a fact sought to be established.  Norfolk & W. Ry. Co. v. Pa. 

Pub. Util. Comm’n, 413 A.2d 1037 (Pa. 1980); Erie Resistor Corp. v. Unemployment Comp. Bd. 

of Rev., 166 A.2d 96 (Pa. Super. 1961); Murphy v. Comm., Dept. of Pub. Welfare, White Haven 

Ctr., 480 A.2d 382 (Pa. Cmwlth. 1984). 

 

21. The Phase IV Plan submitted by UGI Utilities, Inc. – Electric Division, 

and the Settlement which modifies it, provide for reduced energy demand and consumption 

consistent with the requirements of Act 129 and the EE&C Secretarial Letter. 

 

22. The Settlement reached by the parties is in the interest of UGI Electric, its 

customers, and the public.  

 

 

VII. ORDER 

 

  THEREFORE, 

 

  IT IS RECOMMENDED: 

 

1. That the Joint Petition for Approval of Settlement of All Issues that UGI 

Utilities, Inc. – Electric Division, the Office of Consumer Advocate and the Office of Small 

Business Advocate executed and filed at Docket No. M-2023-3043230 on February 15, 2024, be 

approved without modification.          

 

2. That the Petition of UGI Utilities, Inc. – Electric Division for approval of 

Phase IV of Its Energy Efficiency and Conservation Plan is approved as modified by the terms 

and conditions of the Joint Petition for Approval of Settlement of All Issues.    
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3. That UGI Utilities, Inc. – Electric Division shall file the Pro Forma Tariff 

Supplement attached as Appendix A to the Joint Petition for Approval of Settlement of All 

Issues to become effective on at least one day’s notice coincident with the effective date of the 

first quarterly default service rate filing following approval and the entry of an Order by the 

Commission.    

 

4. That, upon acceptance and approval of the Pro Forma Tariff Supplement 

attached as Exhibit A to the Joint Petition for Approval of Settlement of All Issues, Docket No. 

M-2023-3043230 be marked closed by the Commission’s Secretary.  

 

 

Date:  March 14, 2024      /s/   

Mark A. Hoyer 

Deputy Chief Administrative Law Judge   

 

  
 


